Abstract. Knowledge compilation is a compelling technique for dealing with the intractability of propositional reasoning. One particularly effective target language is Deterministic Decomposable Negation Normal Form (d-DNNF). We exploit recent advances in #SAT solving in order to produce a new state-ofthe-art CNF → d-DNNF compiler: DSHARP. Empirical results demonstrate that DSHARP is generally an order of magnitude faster than C2D, the de facto standard for compiling to d-DNNF, while yielding a representation of comparable size.
Introduction
To deal with the intractability of propositional reasoning tasks, one can sometimes compile a propositional theory from a source language into a target language that guarantees tractability. This compilation process, popularly referred to as knowledge compilation, has proved to be an effective technique for dealing with many practical reasoning problems [3] . Here we are interested in Deterministic Decomposable Negation Normal Form (d-DNNF), a language that supports efficient reasoning for tasks such as consistency checking and model counting. d-DNNF has also been exploited more recently for a diversity of AI applications including Bayesian reasoning [2] , conformant planning [8] , diagnosis [9] , and database queries [6] .
The de facto standard for CNF → d-DNNF compilation is C2D, a tool developed and refined by Darwiche and colleagues over a number of years. 3 Although C2D is well designed and optimized, CNF → d-DNNF compilation can still be slow. Knowledge compilation has traditionally been characterized as an off-line process and its processing time is rationalized by amortizing it over numerous queries. However, recent problem specific use of d-DNNF in tasks such as planning and diagnosis challenges this characterization and emphasizes the need for fast compilation.
We propose a new CNF → d-DNNF compiler, DSHARP. 4 Our compiler builds on the research by Huang and Darwiche showing that d-DNNF can be extracted from the trace of an exhaustive search of a propositional theory [4] . To this end, we construct our compiler by appealing to a state-of-the-art #SAT solver, sharpSAT [10] . Our compiler exploits two significant features of sharpSAT that distinguish it from previous CNF → d-DNNF compilers: dynamic decomposition and implicit binary constraint propagation.
We evaluated the performance of DSHARP on 300 problem instances over eight domains taken from SatLib 5 and the Fifth International Planning Competition. 6 DSHARP solved more problem instances than C2D in the time allowed, and showed a significant improvement in run time. The size of the resulting d-DNNF representation was maintained, and was on average five times smaller. We additionally performed an analysis of the DSHARP components that impact the compiler's efficiency. Further details on this experiment and a more in depth analysis of the results can be found in [7] .
Preliminaries
Darwiche and Marquis proposed the knowledge compilation map, an analysis of a number of target compilation languages with respect to two key features: succinctness and the class of queries and transformations that the language supports in polytime [3] . The set of tasks considered includes consistency, validity, clausal entailment, implicant checking, equivalence, sentential entailment, model counting, and model enumeration. The most general target language of the map is Negation Normal Form (NNF), a directed acyclic graph in which the label of each leaf node is a literal, TRUE, or FALSE, and the label of each internal node is a conjunction (∧) or a disjunction (∨). Here we study compilation to d-DNNF, the subset of NNF satisfying decomposability and determinism. We define NNF to be the family of boolean formulae that are built from the operators ∨, ∧, and ¬, with the added restriction that all ¬ operators exist only at the literal level. Decomposable Negation Normal Form (DNNF) is the subset of NNF formulae whose members additionally have the property that the formula operands of ∧ do not share variables. Finally, d-DNNF is the subset of DNNF whose members have the additional property that the formula operands of ∨ are logically inconsistent. d-DNNF permits polytime (in the size of the representation) processing of clausal entailment, model counting, model minimization, model enumeration, and probabilistic equivalence testing [4] . The conceptualization of d-DNNF as a directed acyclic and-or graph helps us understand its relation to the DPLL trace.
Exhaustive DPLL Trace To develop a state-of-the-art CNF → d-DNNF compiler, we use a result of Huang and Darwiche that shows we can extract d-DNNF from the trace of an exhaustive search of a propositional theory [5] . More specifically, we exploit the exhaustive search performed by the #SAT solver, sharpSAT [10] . The exhaustive DPLL algorithm is a modification of DPLL used to find all solutions and, therefore, to implicitly explore the entire search space. Each node in the search tree corresponds to a decision in the exhaustive DPLL search (i.e., assigning a variable to either TRUE or FALSE). Decision nodes correspond to or nodes in the d-DNNF representation. For each or node, we add and nodes as children, corresponding to the subtrees for the decision variable's setting and any variable assignments inferred by unit propagation.
Following this approach, we are left with an and-or tree with the leaf nodes corresponding to literals of the theory. The tree has all of the required properties to qualify as a representation for the d-DNNF language: it is in negation normal form since the negations are at the literal level, it is decomposable because the children of and nodes are disjoint theories, and it is deterministic since the immediate children of every or node has both a literal and its negation making the conjunction inconsistent.
DSHARP
sharpSAT is a state-of-the-art solver for the problem of #SAT. DSHARP uses the algorithmic components of sharpSAT responsible for its strong performance. Specifically, we have adapted the following to compute a d-DNNF representation: dynamic decomposition, implicit binary constraint propagation, conflict analysis, non-chronological backtracking, pre-processing, and component caching. Here, we describe each component and the modifications we made to produce an efficient CNF → d-DNNF compiler.
Dynamic Decomposition A theory in CNF is disjoint if it can be partitioned into sets of clauses (called components) such that no two sets share variables. We can compile each component individually and combine the results, a technique called disjoint component analysis. This technique changes the structure of the d-DNNF representation; we treat each component as an individual theory and add the d-DNNF for each component as a child to the and node where the theory was found to be disjoint. Consider Fig. 1 . After the solver decides that x 1 = TRUE, the theory decomposes into two components (corresponding to the parts of the d-DNNF rooted at each or node marked I).
There are two prevailing methods for disjoint component analysis. In static decomposition, the solver computes the components prior to search while in dynamic decomposition, the solver computes the components during search. There is a trade-off between the two methods in terms of simplicity, computational difficulty, and effectiveness. C2D uses a static decomposition while DSHARP uses dynamic decomposition.
Implicit Binary Constraint Propagation DSHARP employs a simple form of lookahead during search called implicit binary constraint propagation (IBCP) [10] . In IBCP, a subset of the unassigned variables are heuristically chosen at a decision node and the impact of assigning any one of them is evaluated. We test each variable in the chosen set for both TRUE and FALSE. If either assignment causes unit propagation to derive an inconsistency, the solver soundly infers the opposite assignment.
IBCP, via unit propagation, may infer the assignment of a number of literals during the lookahead. Unless the theory becomes inconsistent, these implications should be ignored since the variable setting will be undone. DSHARP maintains the temporary implications and includes them permanently only when a variable setting is kept.
Conflict Analysis / Non-Chronological Backtracking Conflict analysis refers to the use of conflict clauses to reduce search effort. When the solver reaches a dead end in the search space it records a reason for this conflict in the form of a new clause. We add the clause to the theory, and subsequently include it in unit propagation and the computation of heuristics. Non-chronological backtracking (NCB) uses learned conflict clauses to backtrack past the most recent assignment to the highest decision node possible while remaining sound. Both conflict analysis and NCB are widely used in a variety of SATsolving applications and solvers [1] . The addition of conflict clauses during the solving procedure does not change the structure of the d-DNNF. When DSHARP uses NCB it Pre-processing Finally, pre-processing is a version of IBCP used at the root node to simplify the starting theory. Pre-processing performs the same lookahead as IBCP, but on all variables rather than on a heuristically chosen subset. If a setting to a variable exists such that unit propagation causes the theory to become inconsistent, the solver soundly infers the opposite setting. If pre-processing finds any variables to set, DSHARP records these as leaf nodes under a root and node. The search proceeds as usual with the compiled d-DNNF attached as a child to the root node. Fig. 1 (III) shows an example of the result of pre-processing with literals ¬l 0 , l 1 , and l 2 inferred during pre-processing.
Experimental Analysis
To evaluate the DSHARP system, we compared both compilation speed and the size of the output representation to that of C2D. Experiments were conducted on a Linux desktop with a two-core 3.0GHz processor. Individual runs were limited to a 30-minute time-out and a 1.5GB memory limit. DSHARP was run with its default settings, and C2D was run with dt method 4. While there is an extensive range of settings for C2D, we found that this setting performed consistently well. Similar to [5] , we used the number of edges in the d-DNNF as an indication of the size of the generated result.
We selected the benchmarks to cover a range of problem types: uniform random 3SAT, structured problems encoded as CNF (blocksworld; bounded model checking; flat graph colouring; and logistics), and conformant planning problems converted to CNF as described in [8] (emptyroom; grid; and sortnet). Fig. 2 shows a broad picture of the results for compiler run time and resulting size. All problems solved by at least one solver are present in Fig. 2a and all problems that both solved are in Fig. 2b . Points above the y = x line indicate better performance of DSHARP (i.e., smaller run time and smaller size, respectively). Fig. 2a shows that DSHARP achieved a lower run time on almost all of the problem instances (274 of the 286 solved by at least one solver) while Fig. 2b demonstrates that the sizes of the output are comparable, with a few outliers in favour of each solver.
DSHARP solved more instances than C2D in five of the eight domains and an equal number in the remaining three. Overall, DSHARP solved 286 of the 300 instances while C2D only solved 275. DSHARP was significantly faster in all but one domain (blocksworld) and it was 27 times faster on average. When DSHARP was faster, it was by at least one order of magnitude in all but one domain (empty room). The results for d-DNNF size are more even: in three domains DSHARP was significantly smaller and in one domain it was significantly larger. In the remaining domains, the difference in output size was not statistically significant. When considering problems from all domains, we found that C2D produced d-DNNF representations about 5 times larger than DSHARP, though this difference was not statistically significant. Further details on the results and an analysis of the impact of the DSHARP components can be found in [7] .
Concluding Remarks
d-DNNF is proving to be an effective language for a diversity of practical AI reasoning tasks including Bayesian inference, conformant planning, and diagnosis. Many of these applications require the CNF → d-DNNF compilation to be performed on a problemspecific basis, and as such compilation time is included in the measure of performance of the overall system. CNF → d-DNNF compilers, therefore, need to be fast while continuing to produce high quality representations. We address this need through the development of a new state-of-the-art CNF → d-DNNF compiler that builds on #SAT technology, and in particular on advances found in the solver, sharpSAT. Our system, DSHARP, exploits the DPLL trace constructed for model counting to construct a d-DNNF representation of the propositional theory. DSHARP leverages the latest advances in #SAT technology, including dynamic decomposition, IBCP, conflict analysis, NCB, component caching, and pre-processing. We tested DSHARP on a variety of problem sets in SAT solving and planning. DSHARP solved more instances than C2D in the time allowed, averaging an improvement of 27 times in run time while maintaining the size of the d-DNNF generated by C2D. In future work, we plan to experiment with further optimizations of DSHARP and applications to more diverse AI domains.
